First of their kind impact analytic tools to drive more impactful investments

The impact performance benchmarks are analytic tools which draw from various investments to aggregate impact performance across sector-specific key performance indicators, allowing investors to compare their results to peers, to the Sustainable Development Goals and to science-based targets.

**KEY FEATURES**

- Assessment of sector-specific impact across key performance indicators
- Analysis of year-over-year change, thus providing insight on the pace and scale of impact achieved
- Benchmarking relative to the progress required to achieve the Sustainable Development Goals by 2030
- Summary of funds and investments represented in the benchmark

**KEY BENEFITS**

Impact performance benchmarks inform investor decision-making by helping investors:

- Conduct more rigorous due diligence
- Set impact targets
- Identify areas of underperformance and course correct
- Communicate impact with LPs or other stakeholders

**INTERESTED IN LEARNING MORE? Email research@thegiin.org**
Impact Performance Benchmarks

ABOUT IRIS+ AND THE IMPACT PERFORMANCE BENCHMARKS

IRIS+ offers multiple components to facilitate Impact Measurement and Management (IMM), including offering curated resources and a means to build impact frameworks.

Continuing this promise, IRIS+ Analytics brings impact data and insights together so investors can translate impact goals to real results faster. Analytic tools like benchmarks provide aggregate insights on how impact investors are performing on impact results relative to peers and relative to the Sustainable Development Goals to help investors better understand the industry, their peers, and the scale of impact investing activity relative to the global challenges ahead.

CREATE YOUR IRIS+ ACCOUNT TO GET STARTED!

Investors with an IRIS+ account will have access to the impact performance benchmarks.

FRAMEWORKS

Build impact frameworks and simplify your impact approach.

RESOURCES

Browse curated libraries to contextualize your impact measurement.

ANALYTICS

Understand your position in the market and assess impact performance.

The financial inclusion, agriculture and energy impact performance benchmarks are now available in IRIS+. Additional benchmarks are in development with healthcare and forestry set to launch in 2024.

READY TO GET STARTED? Reach out to research@thegiin.org to discover more about the impact performance benchmarks.